This paper provides a methodology to assess the value of condition monitoring for the maintenance decision-making on a deteriorating single-unit system.
INTRODUCTION
With the dissemination of condition monitoring techniques and maintenance information management systems, the implementation of condition-based maintenance (CBM) policies is growing among organizations seeking to improve their maintenance performance under budget and resources constraints and to gain a competitive advantage. However, the maintenance decision based on the condition monitoring information returned by inspection on system can be expensive to implement and an analysis has to be performed to determine whether (and under which conditions) CBM can be an appropriate choice for an industrial system and whether it can replace with profit a more classical time based maintenance (TBM) policies [1] . Such a question arises naturally when the system failure is closely linked to a deterioration process and when it is possible to monitor the deterioration level. To answer to this question, it is necessary to develop a model to assess the performance of the conditionbased maintenance policy and to weigh its costs (in particular the additional monitoring costs) against its benefits. But, even though a lot of maintenance models for deteriorating systems have been proposed in the literature (reviewed by H. Wang [2] ), both for CBM and TBM strategies, none of them is applicable for the more general deterioration-based failure model considered in this paper. This paper aims (i) firstly at developing a mathematical cost model of two maintenance policies (i.e. block replacement and periodic inspection/replacement) for a single-unit deteriorating system whose failures are due to the competing causes of accumulated wear and traumatic "shock" events; (ii) secondly at using these models on an example to investigate the value of condition monitoring information and to indicate which type of maintenance policy should be applied according to different conditions and system deterioration characteristics.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The next section is devoted to model the different competing failures modes of system and to investigate the associated failure times. In the third section, two maintenance policies (i.e. block replacement and periodic inspection/replacement) applied for the general model proposed in Section 2 will be considered. And finally, Section 4 will deal with the illustration of the problem through numerical examples and provide some discussions on these numerical results.
SYSTEM FAILURE MODELING
We use in this work a system deterioration-based failure model built following the approach proposed in [3] . The system deterioration state is modeled by a stochastic process and the system is said to have failed whenever the accumulated wear exceeds a given failure level (i.e. deterioration-based failure) or when a traumatic event (e.g. shock) occurs, i.e. failures are due to the competing causes of accumulated wear and traumatic "shock" events. As advocated in [3] , such a failure/deterioration model can be seen as a combination and more versatile -and hopefully realistic -extension of many classical failure models based either only on deterioration or only on parametric lifetime distributions. In the following sections, the modeling of different failure modes and the distributions of the associated hitting time is analyzed in more details. 
Deterioration
The deterioration is strictly increasing which means that the system worsens with time due to ageing and accumulated wear or damage. We assume that the increments of wear are independent and that the deterioration process evolves in each time interval by means of infinity of jumps. These characteristics lead to model the system wear as a homogeneous Gamma process, see [4] If the deterioration level ( ) X t is greater than a fixed failure threshold L , the system is considered to be in the failed state due to a deterioration-based failure (see Figure 1 ). We notice that in reality, the system can be still functioning when
but its high level of deterioration is unacceptable both for economic and safety reasons, so the system is considered as failed.
On hitting times of the deterioration process
To characterize the deterioration-based failures, it is necessary to study the hitting times of the deteriorating Gamma process. Two types of hitting times are showed in this section.
Firstly, let A σ be the time at which the deterioration reaches a level A . Following the Gamma process deterioration model, the hitting time distribution is given by [4] :
and its probability density function: 
 has been proposed in [6] :
when A β is large enough (at least greater than 1). As a consequence, the probability law of 
Internal failure or traumatic event modeling 2.2.1 Internal failure modeling
The system is also subject to traumatic events which cause internal failures. These traumatic "shock" events are supposed to arrive according to a non-homogeneous Poisson 
where s M is a predetermined wear threshold. And the modeling of traumatic event represents an influence of the degradation evolution (as well as the stressful environment) on the internal failure, i.e. the system is more sensitive to these internal failures when the wear level increases. Therefore, generally, the intensity 2 λ is greater than 1 λ . 
Failure times of the traumatic "shock" Poisson process
is the counting process associated to the internal failures.
MAINTENANCE POLICIES
In section 2, we model the different failure modes of the system. In this section, two maintenance policies are applied for this class of deteriorating systems: a block replacement policy and a periodic inspection/replacement policy.
The system starts working at time 0 t = and a replacement (either preventive or corrective) corresponds to a perfect and instantaneous renewal and restores the system to an as-good-as-new condition.
The performances of maintenance policies are usually obtained through the availability of maintained system or the overall maintenance costs balance. However, in this paper we focus only on the evaluation asymptotic maintenance cost rate, i.e. the expected cost per time unit over an infinite horizon including the unavailability cost. Applying the classical renewal theorem [7] , one obtains:
where c T is the length of a renewal cycle and ( ) C ⋅ is the cumulative maintenance cost.
Block replacement policy
This sub-section considers an example of the time-based maintenance policies: block replacement policy which is based only on the calendar time of the system and on the knowledge of the statistical information on its lifetime. In this paper, this maintenance policy is used as a reference to access the performance of the periodic inspection/replacement policy (which will be considered in the next section).
Block replacement policy structure
Under the considered block replacement policy, the system is replaced at regular time intervals T , either preventively if it still running at the end of the replacement interval, or correctively if a failure occurred since the last replacement. A preventive replacement is performed with a cost p C . When the system fails (due to either wear-based or internal "shock" failures) before the end of the replacement period, it remains failed until next scheduled replacement time. Thus, a failure generates both a corrective replacement cost c p C C > and cost for the inactivity of the system at a cost rate d C . The replacement period T is the only decision variable for this policy.
Cost model
Applying the general formula of the long run expected cost rate in equation (10), the cost criterion for this classical policy is given by: (9) ). The optimal replacement time * T is obtained by the expression:
where
is given in equation (11).
Numerical example
For a numerical illustration of the block replacement policy, we consider the evolution of its long run expected cost rate (see equation (11)) with the data set: 0.1
. Figure 3 shows the long run expected cost rate versus T . One obtains the optimal solution at * 14 T = with optimal cost rate equals to ( )
Figure 3: Long-run expected cost versus T 3.2 Periodic inspection/replacement policy
We study now a more sophisticated maintenance policy in the sense that the maintenance decision is based on the condition monitoring information returned by inspections on the system.
Periodic inspection/replacement policy structure
For this maintenance policy, the system is periodically inspected at time kT where 1, 2, 3, k =
 . An inspection gives information on the system state by returning its deterioration level, but incurs a cost i C . If the observed wear level of the system exceeds a preventive deterioration threshold M and if no failure occurred the system is preventively replaced with a cost p i C C > . And since the system failure is not assumed to be self-announcing, i.e. it can be detected only by an inspection, if the system is detected in the failed state (due to wear or internal failures) upon inspection, the system is correctively replaced with a cost c p C C > . In this case, because of the system inactivity after failure, an additional cost is incurred from the failure time until the inspection time at a cost rate d C . The two decision variables of this policy are the inter-inspection time T and the preventive threshold M .
Cost model
Using again the renewal theory, the long run expected cost rate of this maintenance policy has been shown in detail in [8] . Using equation (10) we have:
where:
• c T Ε    denotes the expected length of a renewal cycle, that is:
the probability of a preventive replacement:
• The expected downtime in a cycle:
denotes the probability of inactivity of the system at time t ( ( )
). The optimal values of the decision variables * T , * M of this maintenance policy are given by:
Numerical example
Using the data set given in the numerical example of 
NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In order to illustrate a possible use of our model to assess the value of the condition monitoring information for the maintenance decision-marking, we varied the inspection cost i C and investigated the corresponding evolution of the optimal long run expected maintenance cost of inspection/replacement. The comparison of this cost to the cost incurred by the block replacement policy allows weighing the benefit of the condition monitoring information returned by inspections against its cost. In Figures 5 -6 , the black solid-lines (resp. red dash-lines) represent the optimal expected cost curves of both maintenance policies: block replacement and periodic inspection /replacement when the Gamma process has a high variance, i.e.
2 10 σ = (resp. a small variance, i.e. 2 
σ = ).
The figures show clearly that for deterioration processes with high variances in the increments and/or for the traumatic events processes with high intensities to internal failures, the periodic inspection/replacement policy may lead to substantial saving in the maintenance costs. This result can be explained by the following considerations: for a deterioration process with a high variance, an inspection returning the deterioration level brings a lot of information on the actual system state, and it justifies its cost i C . Knowing the deterioration level allows the maintenance decision to be adapted to the system state, hence saving maintenance costs when compared to a classical time-based maintenance policy.
In comparison with a time-based maintenance, conditionbased maintenance has better capacity to tune the maintenance parameters (i.e. wear threshold, inter-inspection time ...) in order to keep the evolution of a system in an optimal zone where maintenance costs optimally balance the different failures and deteriorations costs, so that the profit from the system is maximal. Therefore, it is indeed useful to follow closely the actual evolution of the deterioration path to adapt the maintenance decisions to the true state of system, instead of applying the "static" rule of time-based maintenance policies based only on the "priori" system lifetime distribution. The analysis of the maintenance costs savings could be used to justify or not the choice to implement an inspection/replacement policy based on condition monitoring and to invest in condition monitoring devices. The modeling of different system failure modes which depend on the system deterioration level proves to be a reasonable and general approach to characterize the system deterioration/failure behaviors and constitutes an interesting basis to build CBM cost models.
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